Effects of carrier frequency mismatch on frequency-selective spectral editing.
This study sought to investigate the effects of carrier frequency mismatch on spectral editing and its correction by frequency matching of basis functions. Full density matrix computations and Monte-Carlo simulations based on magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) data collected from five healthy volunteers at 7 T were used to analyze the effects of carrier frequency mismatch on spectral editing. Relative errors in metabolite quantification were calculated with and without frequency matching of basis functions. The algorithm for numerical computation of basis functions was also improved for higher computational efficiency. We found significant errors without frequency matching of basis functions when carrier frequency mismatch was generally considered negligible. By matching basis functions with the history of frequency deviation, the mean errors in glutamate, glutamine, γ-aminobutyric acid, and glutathione concentrations were reduced from 3.90%, 1.85%, 11.53%, and 3.43% to 0.18%, 0.34%, 0.40%, and 0.51%, respectively. Matching basis functions to frequency deviation history was necessary even when frequency deviations during frequency-selective spectral editing were fairly small. Basis set frequency matching significantly improved accuracy in the quantification of glutamate, glutamine, γ-aminobutyric acid, and glutathione concentrations.